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The concept of “representation” does not exist any more, and it’s been a 
long time that we know it. It faded away along with the Sacredness of 
Power, during the political events of these last days of April 2013. Now, 
however, with the new government headed by mr. Letta, we can confirm 
this with absolute certainty. And above all - this is the most important 
thing - we finally have the great joy of being able to shout loudly: "you 
do not represent us!". Here are the new rulers of the Italian People, its 
despots, its exploiters, those who betrayed us, our enemies, the deleg-
ates of the Power that lies behind the Bilderberg, the Trilateral, the As-
pen Institute. We call it the "Laboratory for the Destruction", because we 
know that its final goal is precisely our destruction, the annihilation of 
the European Civilization and of the European States. They are not rep-
resenting us, though! We must be happy, because we can look into their 
eyes, one by one; and because we know that we have nothing in com-
mon with them. They are standing on the opposite side, they are differ-
ent from us, they are not "Italians": they are the real enemies of the 
Italians, their worst enemies, those that are rubbing salt on their wounds 
long before the end of the battle.

The route that led to the end of “representation” began with the renewal 
of the presidential mandate to mr. Giorgio Napolitano; this is a logical 
step, since he was the one who "jumped" over the rules of democracy 
when he handed over Italy to the Laboratory of the globalist Power, call-
ing mr. Mario Monti to head a new government in 2011. Accepting his 
second presidential term, mr. Napolitano gave the final blow to the sac-
redness of the "seven-year term" and consequently to the "representa-
tion", which is in fact substantiated by the phenomenology of the Sac-
red. "Seven" is a sacred number, a magic and powerful number; since 
the oldest antiquity, all the Peoples who are part of our history, (from the 
Egyptians to the Jews, the Greeks, the Romans) put themselves under 
the protection of this sacred Number. Therefore, the period of seven 
years assigned by the Constitution to the Presidency of the Italian Re-
public is not a coincidence, nor a rational decision: it implies the tran-
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scendent power of this charge, which is stronger than that of the parlia-
mentarians; its perfect completeness is symbolized by the circle closed in 
on itself of the number Seven. When they were asked to renew the man-
date to mr. Napolitano, several politicians noted that there is no written 
rule against this “repetition”; but the rule was never written because it 
was obvious, it was self-understood. So the replica of the seven years 
term for mr. Napolitano finally freed us from the Sacredness of Repres-
entation. Together with this Sacredness we are now free from a person 
that was supposed to represent us, but was loyally following the com-
mands of Europe instead: this is why he led us in the cul de sac whose 
‘right’ conclusion was the birth of the government of mr. Letta. 

 
In 2010, mr. Enrico Letta published a book significantly entitled "Is 
Europe over?" (Add publisher, Turin), together with his friend Lucio Cara-
cciolo. Three years ago, the question was posed in such an explicit way 
because the failure of the European construction and of its currency was 
evident to everybody. Reading a few pages of this book, we understand 
to what extent we should be afraid of mr. Enrico Letta and of the people 
that he chose in order to speed-up the devastating mission he was en-
trusted with. "The Euro has been a success, perhaps the greatest 
achievement of Europe" - said mr. Letta, looking with satisfaction at the 
ruins that it produced. And he continued: "I can say that in a way the 
common currency replaced the Armies: today, instead of a European 
Army, we have the Euro, the symbol of our ability of representation and 
of identification. It is in fact as a totem pole, around which Europeans 
can feel to be europeans" (p. 39). Mr. Enrico Letta is daydreaming, is not 
he? He sees nothing, he hears nothing. People are cursing the Euro, 
everyone wants to abandon it, even the Germans; people are horribly 
suffering, entrepreneurs are killing themselves, millions of unemployed 
people do not know how to survive. But mr. Letta is not interested in this 
tragedy: like all dictators and generals, he believes that Peoples by 
themselves do not exist, they are only a tool. Letta was chosen – as all 
those who are working for the destruction of Europe – because the lack 
of critical intelligence means affective insensitivity; and also malleability, 
and obedience to the fascination of the Absolute Power. They all look 
alike, in fact: Trichet, Duisenberg, Barroso, Draghi, Rehn, Rompuy, Am-
ato, Prodi, D'Alema, Monti ... And now, with the planned stripping of the 
Democratic Party (aimed at its renewal, with younger people) we have 
mr. Enrico Letta.

Mrs. Emma Bonino, the new minister of Foreign Affairs, is supposed to 
travel around the world in the name of Italy. This is the most evident and 
horrid seal of this Government, clearly proving the absolute willingness 
and their ability to destroy not only the People but even the Idea of 
Italy: the sweetness, the beauty that along the centuries accompanied 



the name and the image of Italy. Nobody in the world, probably, could 
symbolize this more than the woman who touted abortion pulling in per-
son fetuses with a bicycle pump (as shown in photographs).
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